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FRAMEWORK:
HOW DO
WE BUILD
TOGETHER?

The question of how we live together
is also a question of how we build
together. Something is wrong with the
way we live together: when people feel
alienated from their surroundings; when
construction is primarily for speculation
and profit-making; when buildings are
mere products to be bought and sold;
when resources are scarce due to over
extraction; or, when laborers are exploited. Today’s environmental and social challenges need to be addressed as
interconnected problems, and architects
can either play along or propose new
ways of building and living together.
  When we approach architecture
as a process instead of a static object,
the focus shifts to examining the consequences of how something was built.
As Hans Skotte points out in his text,
it becomes necessary to change the
question from what architecture is to
what architecture does over time. Such
an approach requires us to discuss the
impact of a building beyond its completion. Skotte proposes to do this by
considering three attributes of architecture relating to its material, symbolic,
5

and strategic qualities. Every decision
made in the process of creating a building influences the outcome; and mutual
support offers a platform to make these
decisions together. As such, the way we
build together can be rooted in the
people’s shared cultural awareness. As
Maaretta Jaukkuri addresses in her text,
the concept of mutual support is both
historical and progressive. It is a form of
collaboration that has been practiced
over generations and across different
societies. At the same time, it provides a
radically inclusive platform where people
are mobilized on their own terms despite
their differences and disparities. By structuring the input stages of architecture
based on the principles of mutual
support, we can find a space for collaboration rooted in people’s experience.
   The six-step process introduced in
this folder proposes a way of making this
adaptation. As Jaukkuri and Ladrido also
observe, when a common ground or
common consciousness (Durkheim)
is found, collaboration naturally follows.
In each step of an architectural process,
there is a need to identify something in
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common to sustain a shared platform
for people to work together. Too often,
as Jaukkuri points out, we struggle to
hold dialogues with people with different opinions and mindsets. Instead,
these conversations reaffirm what you
already believe in and make you disregard ideas in conflict with your belief.
One way to move beyond such an impasse is to externalize ideas so that they
can be observed, scrutinized and articulated, including by those who originally
proposed the idea. In an architectural
process, this externalization of ideas can
be done through the process of making.
By testing ideas in action, common values and purposes for coming together
can be identified.
   Externalizing ideas into objects is
also an act of creativity. Rather than directly communicating an idea to another
person, a third object becomes a point
of reference for interpretation to take
place. The process of expressing ideas
and interpreting them causes friction,
a departure from the original intention;
and it opens possibilities to form something new. The act of making is also a
7

way to communicate through different
types of knowledge. Particularly the kind
of tacit knowledge, as Jaukkuri explains,
that cannot be verbalized can be transferred through an act of making.
  Sociologist Nicole Curato in her
text explores the potential of enhancing
mutual support as a platform for democratic deliberation, a political exercise
where issues and solutions are collectively identified and sought. For the
deliberation to be democratic, it needs
to embrace different perspectives, particularly of those on the margins, Curato
explains. As deliberation is typically
done verbally, bringing together the
platforms of democratic deliberation
and mutual support can lead to a new
space where dialogue meets action.
It can be a way to challenge existing
power imbalances as such a space will
offer new ways of reasoning through
the act of making. It is these new spaces
that we aspire to create by basing our
architectural praxis on the structures
of mutual support.
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Maaretta Jaukkuri

Maaretta Jaukkuri studied English philology and art
history at the University of Helsinki (1964-70). After her
studies she worked as exhibitions and information
secretary at the Artists’ Association of Finland (1970-82).
She has been the Head of exhibitions at The Nordic
Arts Centre, Helsinki (1982-1989) and the chief curator
at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Kiasma (19902007). Jaukkuri was a professor of the program “Art
and Common Space” at the Faculty of Architecture
and Design, NTNU (2004-2013) as well as a professor
of the new Praxis program at the Helsinki University of
the Arts/Fine Arts Academy of Finland (2012- 2014).
She was the artistic director of Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo
(2007-2010) and curator of the international sculpture
programme Artscape Nordland (1989-98, 2007-2015).
The project consists of 36 permanent, site-specific
sculptures in the municipalities of the County of Nordland,
North Norway. Jaukkuri lives in Helsinki, Finland.

WHAT TO DO
— AND HOW?

One of the most often repeated aspects of our time is the sharp
division that seems to reign in societies as well as in the international scene. We see and experience it in politics and economics
as well as in culture and religion. These phenomena are today
both local and global. It seems that discussions lead to deadends and only manage to sharpen the divisions. International
relations are dangerously stuck in each country’s peculiar prejudices as well as in national ambitions connected to economics
and power.
In the time of climate change and hard-line political divisions,
the only solution is to start thinking about what to do now.
This concerns education, the distribution of wealth and
resources, democracy, and culture. As we very well know, education is the key that can untangle many of these knots, but the
educated often seem to feel that their knowledge does not lead
to meaningful solutions. However, within all fields of knowledge,
as well as in art and culture, attempts are made to find fresh ways
to contribute to the solutions in such a way as to benefit the whole
world, given the shared threats to our survival or existence.
Division result from lack of communication, unwillingness to
appreciate other views beyond those of one’s own or other kinds
of life experience. This is a paradox in our world today where
we are, at least on an individual basis, more connected with each
other than ever before in history. This connectedness has also
led to new problems as they do not create real discussions,
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real dialogues; instead they seem to function as platforms for
parading one’s own opinions and views of the world. Messages
sent via the digital media are one-dimensional and dispatched
mainly to be confirmed or discarded. These channels do not
favor exchange of ideas or offer functional possibilities for interaction. We remain in our own echo chambers, which repeat
our ideas and values.
We all understand that this is a real and even a dangerous problem
today. The architects behind this project Sudarshan V. Khadka, Jr.
and Alexander Eriksson Furunes have planned and tested ways
to confront these problems by involving more voices in planning
buildings and other architectural as well as design and craft
projects. And it is exactly the designing and planning phases
that have usually been reserved only for people with a valid and
¨proper¨ education. Meanwhile, the actual social and cultural
situations where the buildings are planned can be more difficult
to understand. It can be simply impossible for someone coming
from the outside to understand and appreciate the realities and
aspirations of the local scene. Local workforce is traditionally
engaged in building these projects, but actual planning is left
to the educated professionals. In the projects mentioned above,
the local people are involved from the initial phases of planning
and the architects see themselves more as enablers than “authors”.
Khadka and Eriksson Furunes have launched socially oriented
building projects with the aim of engaging and benefiting entire
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communities. The projects are based on the concept of “mutual
support”. The architects understood early on that there actually
exist old, cooperative working traditions that are radically inclusive and worth testing in more ambitious settings today. New ways
of mapping shared ideas, images, traditional techniques as well
as common memories can be applied to different phases of the
planning and building processes. Everything is based on voluntary
work by the interested local people with the consequence that the
people will be deeply involved also in planning and designing
the building.
This is a way to benefit the crucial field of tacit knowledge, the
role of which today is becoming better understood. Referring to
Michael Polanyi’s (1891-1976) ideas of tacit knowledge, the
scientist and philosopher David Bohm (1917-1992) has defined
tacit knowledge: “ Part of that knowledge is skill, through practice
- that too is a kind of memory, somewhere in the body or in the
brain.” And further, “the knowledge which you can’t state in
words, but which is there.” (Bohm a 1996, 52)
The issue then is how best to benefit from this knowledge in a
building plan. Both the architects come from countries with
age-old traditions of voluntary work, the Philippines and Norway.
In the Philippines, the term is bayanihan and in Norway, dugnad.
This tradition exists in many parts of the world in slightly differing
guises, but the basic principle is the same. In my home country,
Finland, it is called talkoot and it is often used during harvesting
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and haymaking. It is carried through with a clear protocol of
hospitality and an understanding that mutual help is expected
when the need arises.
A new emphasis on collective efforts as the way to tackle the
myriad problems we are facing today is reflected in the writings
of many social philosophers today. When it comes to cooperation
within the field of crafts, the sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (19252017) quotes Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum: “Peoples’
capacities for cooperation are far greater and more complex than
institutions allow them to be.” And Bauman continues “Cooperation is the natural habitat of the craftmanship or instinct
of workmanship, that ‘obsessive pursuit of quality for its own
sake.’ ” (Bauman 2014)
When translating this tradition into contemporary practice,
discussions, workshops and tests are organized. The expected
outcome of these discussions and dialogues is a shared
awareness that is called common consciousness. The term was
coined by the founding sociologist Émile Durkheim (1858-1917),
who used the French term conscience commune that can be
translated as either collective or common consciousness. The
difference between the terms ‘collective’ and ‘common’ is not
clearly distinguished in Durkheim’s writing. It has, however,
been analyzed (Smith 2014, 5) such that despite the concepts
being separate “the common consciousness seems to have more
to do with traditional beliefs and practices and is closely
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connected to that type of social solidarity that is due to similarity...
e.g. religion is the outstanding form of common consciousness,
while the collective consciousness seems to be identified more
with the division of labor in society.“ Collective consciousness
“seems to be identified more with the development of the division
of labour in society”. The former is also defined as “mechanical
solidarity”, while the latter is “organic solidarity” or such solidarity
that exists despite considerable differences in society. (Smith 4-5)
It seems that in this particular case, the terms ‘common’ and
‘collective’ oscillate, as the situation demands both ‘traditional
beliefs and practices’ for the trust needed to work closely together
and a certain kind of ‘division of labour’ since different skills and
interests are also involved in the work.
Dialogue is the way to mutual understanding and to a situation
of shared interests and aims. David Bohm was a great believer
in the power of dialogue and has analysed the difference between discussion and dialogue in the following way. The word
‘dialogue’ means “flowing through“ while ‘discussion’ really means
"to break up everything", to analyse and have an exchange, like
a game. Therefore, we need dialogue; the spirit of the dialogue
is not competition, but it means that if we find something new,
then everybody wins.” (Bohm b 117-118) He continues giving
a very clear and practical analysis of the ideals of dialogue:
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The basic idea of this dialogue is to be able to talk while
suspending your opinions, holding them in front of you,
while neither suppressing them nor insisting upon them.
Not trying to convince, but simply to understand. The first
thing is that we must perceive all the meanings of everybody together, without having to make any decisions or
saying who’s right and who’s wrong. It is more important
that we all see the same thing. That will create a new frame
of mind in which there is common consciousness. It is
a kind of implicate order, * where each one enfolds the
whole consciousness. With the common consciousness
we then have something new – a kind of new intelligence.
(Bohm b, 118)
On the other hand, dialogue in a wider social-political context
that would lead to a transformation and a new culture and a
society is an extremely difficult undertaking. It has failed in
most cases (e.g. socialism) but in today’s situation it seems that
it would be urgently needed to solve present problems. In
Bohm’s words, to succeed “something deeper” is required and
it could be defined “by common perception of the need to do
something.” Why it has so far failed is due to the lack of a
coherent culture.“ The pitfalls in achieving this are many: “I
don’t think we can establish it as an end in view because that
end is already distorted by all the unconscious motives, and
also by resistance.” (Bohm b, 117)
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He optimistically states that the new technologies can perhaps
contribute to this change. Bohm’s comment here is now over
two decades old and I don’t think we can, at least so far, be very
optimistic about the role of these new communication channels.
However, the global anxiety over climate change, may gradually
force us to think and act together.
Bohm also emphasizes that if people have “the same end in
view”, working together naturally follows. With the present
project, the library in Bulacan, the people truly had a common,
shared and concrete aim. This made the whole endeavour
feasible and got the local people engaged and inspired. They
were going to benefit from it while also feeling ownership
as to how the building was conceived, how it looks as well
as how it was built. The architects leading the project, based
on their earlier experience, knew and understood their own
role as enablers or facilitators in the context and thus could
successfully guide it all the way to the finished building. A
further point certainly has been the fact that it would be presented as the contribution of their country in an international
context far away from their local situation.
The project created a kind of “the micro-culture, the micro-cosm
of the bigger culture” and this “micro-culture” could then spread.
(Bohm b, 117) It can also be compared to a virus that slowly
affects more and more people and makes the unavoidable
change possible.
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It seems that this whole process can be taken as an active
metaphor of mainly unploughed ways to tackle the powerful
and perilous forces that try to guide our future - right now.
* ‘Implicate/explicate orders’ are key concepts coined by
David Bohm in quantum theory: “David Bohm took the
view that quantum theory and relativity contradicted one
another, and that this contradiction implied that there
existed a more fundamental level in the physical universe.
He claimed that both quantum theory and relativity
pointed towards this deeper theory. This more fundamental level was supposed to represent an undivided
wholeness and an implicate order, from which arose the
explicate order of the universe as we actually experience
it. The explicate order is seen as a particular case of the
implicate order”. Based on David Bohm’s Wholeness
and Implicate Order, 1980 Quotation from the website:
www.quantum-mind.co.uk
— Bauman, Zygmunt. 2014. Interview with Los Angeles Review

of Books, part II, December 11,2014.
— Bohm, David a. 1996. Dialogue. UK, USA and Canada: Routledge.
— Bohm, David b. 1998. On Creativity. UK, USA
and Canada: Routledge.
— Smith, Kenneth. 2014,. Durkheim and the Collective Consciousness of Society: A study in Criminology. UK and USA: Anthem Press.
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Hans Skotte

Hans Skotte, born 1944, is professor emeritus at the
Faculty of Architecture and Design at the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology. He holds
20 years of practice as an architect and planner in
public service in Norway and abroad. He returned to
academia by doing doctoral research on the housing
reconstruction in Bosnia after the 1992-95 war. His
subsequent academic activities, primarily teaching,
have focused on urban challenges in the Global South
where he for extended periods has been working
hands-on in informal settlements. This stems from
his conviction that learning and gaining professional
insights depends on reflecting on one’s own embodied
experience – as much as on ‘bookish’ learning.

The title alludes to a somewhat different approach to understanding architecture. Architecture is not merely a quality of the
object; it is not merely design, or as Le Corbusier would have it,
“the masterly, correct and magnificent play of masses brought
together in light” (1986, 29). Architecture is relational. It is the
relationship between building and people, between the object
and the recipient. Architecture is thus co-created, as is all art. It
is about the vibrations that erupt. It is about the sensitivity of
the artist in creating an object that triggers the imagination of
the recipient grounded in common history and the personal
references of the recipient, potent enough to generate a ‘new
reality’, a new reference.
Vitruvius more than 2000 years ago made the ‘generic claim’
that architecture is the ideal composite of Utilitas (functionality),
Firmitas (strength), Venustas (beauty); he is the ideal theoretician
for a positivist modernist like Le Cobusier. More so, whenever
current-day architects try to ground their thinking, it is surprising,
some would say shocking, how many go back to theories posited
when architects were seen (at least by Vitruvius) as demi-gods.
Juhani Pallasmaa (2018) has a simple, yet forceful recipe for
dealing with this: There is no such thing as a comprehensive
“Theory of Architecture”! Architecture can only be understood
and explained by reflecting on one’s sensory experiences, not
through a prescriptive theory.” Further to this, Pallasmaa posits:
“The inherently unscientific nature of architecture arises from
the fact that its practice fuses facts and dreams, knowledge and

ALL ARCHITECTURE
IS CO-CREATED

WE’RE IN IT
TOGETHER!
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beliefs, rational deduction and emotion, technology and art,
intelligence and intuition, as well as the temporal dimensions
of past, present and future.” (ibid., 10). This links on to another
guiding statement from two jazz musicians, Sy Oliver and
Trummy Young, and their 1931 tune “'Tain't what you do it's
the way that you do it”. It is all about how we go about the
processes and actions that generate architectural vibrations.
It is into this conceptual realm that we land another practitioner, John Turner, and his notion of “housing as a verb”
(1972). His work with low-income communities in Peru in the
60s had a significant impact on global housing policies in the
ensuing years. If we link his “housing-as-a-verb” notion to that
of Pallasmaa’s conceptual world (he has made similar claims of
architecture being a verb)1 we end up with a fundamental
way of understanding architecture.
“It’s Not What Architecture Is, it’s What Architecture Does”!
This poses the question as to why we build, a question all the
more urgent now that we recognize what embedded energy in
new structures “does” to the global environment. It also raises
the question as to the benefits we draw from the building over
time--before, during and after completion. These outcomes are
what constitutes the quality of architecture, not the outputs, i.e.
the form, the object, which are what most architectural journals
present. Perversely they do so with no people around; dodging

the fact that the building is made for people, not for photographers, editors or magazine readers.
Once we allow ‘people as co-producers’ into our world, architects
may feel confused, intimidated, even scared. “I don’t want them
to hold my pen,” an architect friend exclaimed when talking
about participatory design. Beyond it being a misunderstanding
of what ‘participatory design’ entails, it seems to be a typical
case of ‘position bias’ inherited from having been considered
a building’s central agent. For all practical purposes the role of
the architect as the master builder, or semidei, as Vitruvius would
have it, is forever gone. Architecture is a “weak profession”, not
like law or medicine. Many would say a ”dependent profession”,
as most architects in the world are dependent on the whims and
speculations of developers or contractors, not of the principal
clients. Of course, there are plenty of exceptions. There is an
abundance of high profile, independent and very successful
professionals, but few see themselves as ‘co-creators’. Most
tend to the needs of wealthy and image conscious investors,
as they always have. Architecture as a discipline has throughout
history progressed through the work of creative practitioners
- while indisputably dependent on the elite, on royalty, on the
church, for commissions. Most of what stand as architectural
monuments today, what makes up our architectural heritage,
are indeed the remains of ‘top-down’ projects executed by
brilliant architectural practitioners. They are incessantly
reproduced as our profession’s canon in most of our schools

1.
“Authentic architectural experiences have more the essence
of a verb than a noun” in the paper “Hapticity and Time” 2000, or
“I wish to argue that architecture is also a verb, as its true essence
is always an invitation to action” in the paper “Architecture as
Experience” 2018
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of architecture.2 At the 2014 Venice Biennale the Mozambiquan
architect José Forjaz, a fine modernist, took issue with this
disjointed relationship between modernist architecture and the
physical environment of the common people as made manifest
in his home country. It was an unsettling comparison.
Only when accepting time as an integral part of architecture
will we acknowledge architecture as the result of co-production,
and thus conceptualize it as relational. There are basically three
sources of project inputs aside from the contextual one: those
who initiate and pay for the intervention; the involved professions, for us, ‘the architect’; and, the the public, be they
neighbors, the media, or the general “public opinion”. All
these agents act within a material, social and cultural context
that indeed make up part of any project’s input. In all these
inputs, time is a crucial dimension. References, dreams, calculations, ideals, material access, market conditions, political
climate, and resulting expectations have all evolved over time
but are temporally formulated.
In the completed structure, time is thus embedded. The building
has already become part of history. At this very moment of
completion, however, is when a building is assessed, presented
and published. Judged whether or not it holds architectural
qualities. It is being judged as the output of a design process,
as an object linked to an inevitable narrative, most often a
story of intentions and post-rationalizations. But the structure
↑ The relationship of the
building as output to what
goes into it and its longterm impact.
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2.
Criticizing architecture schools seems a long-established
obsession among practitioners. Le Corbusier was ruthless in his
criticism in his Vers Une Architecture published in 1923.
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was built for a future purpose beyond its visual and material
qualities. It is for the functioning of its outcomes over time
that it is to be judged, whether it relates to and resonates with
the people who experience the structure.
Outcomes are about the consequences of the finished building.
These can only be fully understood if linked to the inputs,
because the inputs return, transformed by the architect and
the builders. That they are still discernable and thus can be
experienced, is crucial. This creates social ownership of the
structure, a precondition of it being taken care of or held in
esteem over time. The Aga Khan Award for Architecture has,
for this reason I believe, set a precondition that for a building
to be nominated, it must have been in use for at least two
years. Then it is possible to assess whether the building has
been socially accepted and thus, relevant to the development
of the community. In a much earlier case of the Eiffel Tower, it
did not even take two years. The structure was conceived as a
temporary gate structure to the exhibition area of the World’s
Fair in Paris in 1889; but the architect Stephen Sauvestre (not
Eiffel) gave it a shape and structure that made it into an instant
landmark, a symbol of modern Paris lauded by public opinion
(if not by Guy de Maupassant). It was never dismantled, a
trajectory impossible to foresee if judged as an output design.
The difficulty and unpredictability in assessing outcomes, if
they are not built as monuments, feed back into the design
requirements. What is the structure able “to Do” in the future?
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How can it still be a powerful contribution once time has rendered the initial function invalid or time has passed the location
by? These are challenges architects face, irrespective of professional
perspective. This, to me, acknowledges time as a legitimate
dimension in architecture. It is just that we, so far, have not been
able to include it in what seems an incomplete, top-down,
Vitruvius-based understanding of what architecture is.
Opening up for future options, for understanding the potential
outcomes of our building, we can zoom in on the three interacting attributes held by all buildings: the material dimension,
the symbolic and the strategic. The material refers to the physical
and functional qualities. Herein lies the building’s basic structure
and hence its capacity to change in function. It refers to its required maintenance regime, and whether applied materials and
technical gadgets can be easily handled. Throughout Africa there
are thousands of derelict overseas aid structures built with
solutions, materials and gadgets from the donor country, which
for all practical purposes were not maintainable where built.
I hasten to add that this is not yet another ‘Africa story’. One of
the elevators in my university office building in Trondheim,
Norway has been stuck for most of the year because of a wornout part that could only be supplied from Germany. And they
keep sending the wrong part. Or so I have been told. These are
(inevitable) outcomes of a chosen technical solution.
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The symbolic quality deals with the meaning people project on
to the building or artefact, its capacity to resonate with the community in which it is built. It is the kind of quality that makes a
house a home. It contains ownership, pride, care, aspirations, all
those immaterial attributes that help us ‘understand who we are’,
as Pallasmaa would have said. The late Ivan Strauss, one of
Yugoslavia’s most celebrated architects, told me sometime in
the late 90s how, during the siege on Sarajevo, he went outside
every morning with his neighbors to clean debris from the
street, “to uphold some sort of civilization.” he said. But when
on the morning of June 8, 1992, he saw his UNIS towers burn
after being shelled by Serb forces, he stopped cleaning the
streets. “It didn’t make sense to me anymore.”
The Philippine architect Sudar Khadka who, together with
Alexander Eriksson Furunes curates the Venice Biennale 2021
Philippine pavilion, has most eloquently summed it up thus:
“The essence of architecture is not space, but the meaning
embodied by space. Thus, space becomes architecture when
given meaning,” Khadka stated in an interview with CNN.
The third dimension in architecture-as-outcomes refers to its
strategic qualities, its economic and physical impacts and how
it affects the social community where it is built. Looking at
its financial impact is all too often the sole criterion investors
and politicians place onto a new building. Looking into its
‘backwards linkages’, i.e. the economic impact of what goes into
the building by means of labor, materials, tools, transport etc.
↑ The UNIS towers
burning after Serb shelling,
Sarajevo June 8. 1992.
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and ‘forward linkages’, i.e. the economic impact of the activity
generated by the building in its setting. It was forward linkagesarguments that decided the location of the Oslo Opera. The
politicians wanted to rejuvenate the Eastern sea front of Oslo.
The opera building did just that. Not merely through its function,
but through its publicly acknowledged architectural quality.
A small repeat of the Eiffel tower story. Snøhetta, the architects
of the Opera, have also conducted a post-occupancy evaluation
of the building as they have done on their redesign of Times
Square, New York. These represent a much needed documentation of “what architecture does” and is, in the end, an acknowledgement of time in architecture.
These stories tell of architecture’s developmental powers unleashed only when the attributes interact; but most importantly,
only when acknowledged beyond the profession, only when
the community into which a building is raised finds it meaningful in and, over time. This is a fundamental requirement
in all development.
It is common knowledge beyond referencing that in order to
achieve durable change, what we term ‘development’, must
be grounded in the energy of the people affected. A building
‘helicoptered’ into a given setting will have no, or only minor
developmental effect, however elegantly designed. Time and
again we are reminded of this fundamental truth. Durable change
rests on what the affected population finds ‘meaningful’. Albeit
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a delicate term, it is the notion of being involved, of being
socially or materially, morally even, committed and is inevitably
linked to dreams and aspirations. These are all incoming inputs
that shape the meaning of the building in the outcome stage. The
significance of this basic linkage can easily be seen in how the
affected population maintains and protects what is being built.
This bridging involvement is what makes architecture resilient.
An illuminating example of co-produced architecture, with this
bridging involvement by committed participants, is the new
Streetlight orphanage in Tagpuro, some 10 miles north of
Tacloban City in the Philippines. Design and construction were
guided by Furunes and Khadka, the two curators of the Venice
Biennale 2020 Philippine pavilion. The orphanage was built
to replace the Streetlight building totally destroyed in the Haiyan
typhoon in 2013. That building, a study center, had been initiated only a couple of years earlier by three students from
NTNU, Norway, Furunes being one of them. It was designed
together with the input of children and mothers from a nearby
‘sea-slum’ and with the fathers and their trade skills drawn
into its implementation. The new buildings in Tagpuro bears
a discernable imprint of the experience from the former, and
the experience of the typhoon. The commitment and skills
gained from having participated in the designing and building
of the study center, was - now with more confidence - brought
into the design of the new. Far from “holding the architect’s pen”,
this created a forum for deliberating on what was not merely

functionally important, but valuable to the people for whom
the building was to be built. The end result shows it all. The
openness to the venting air with details built by the parents,
with solid concrete ‘safe zones’ inside, giving an almost existential reference to the Haiyan destruction.
All this is the result of ‘an architectural transformation’ that only
sensitive architects can do. The users could never have done it
on their own. The architects could never on their own have come
up with a building that carries these traces of time, of past experiences, of spaces embodying meaning. The orphanage in Tagpuro
is one of the finest examples of what architecture can do.3
— Le Corbusier. 1986. Towards a New Architecture. New York: Dover.
— Pallasma, J. 2018. “Architecture as Experience.” Architectural
Research in Finland, vol.2, no.1, pp. 9 -17.
— Turner, J.F. 1972. “Chapter 7: Housing as a Verb.” In Freedom to
Build, dweller control of the housing process, edited by J.F.C. Turner
& R. Ficter, pp. 148 - 175

3.
The project has been published widely and won the Small
Project category at the World Architecture Festival, Lisbon 2017.
The architects’ presentation: https://bluprint.onemega.com/
streetlight-tagpuro-final/
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↓ Walking around
the village, the fathers
documented doors and
windows that they would
like for the study center.
↓ Through a series of
model making workshops,
the community organized
the different spaces
according to their use
and spatial qualities.
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← The parents building
a full scale test of the
slatted doors, to finalize
the pattern and the gap
between the wooden slats.
↓ The orphanage building
seen from the study center.
The open area in-between
was defined as a safe playground for the children.
↓ The fully opened doors
of the orphanage building.
Allowing wind to pass
through mitigates damage
caused by typhoons.
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↑ The doors and
windows within the
orphanage building can
be fully opened to allow
wind to pass through
the building.
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The Philippines, like many nations, was born by virtue of
historical accident. The map we see today, the archipelago with
over seven thousand islands, is a product of ‘hallucinations
and contingencies of voyages and conquests’ (Rafael 2000), an
‘artefact of Iberian imperialism’, ‘Spanish Counter-Reformation
Catholic evangelization, trade, mapping and governance’
(Hogan 2006, 123). There may be myths and fables of how
the nation came about, but stripped of colorful metaphors
and nationalist rhetoric, our nation is one whose people are
forced to learn to live together.
This often seems like a futile project. How can clans embroiled
in intergenerational conflict see a shared future? How can exploited peasants imagine building a relationship of solidarity
with landed elites? How can indigenous communities thrive
as ancestral lands are stolen by big businesses in the name of
‘national development’? How is collective action possible
among urban dwellers pitted against each other to secure jobs,
largesse, or even a seat on the train? American journalist
James Fallows (1987) described the Philippines as a ‘damaged
culture’, a country where ‘the national ambition is to change
your nationality’. Leaving, rather than living together, seems
to be the only viable future.
Or so it seems.

CAN
BAYANIHAN
BE DEMOCRATIZED?
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BAYANIHAN BEYOND
MUTUAL SUPPORT

When we go beyond impressionistic accounts of a damaged
country, we hear the story of a people constantly devising
better ways to live together. Bayanihan, the practice of ‘unselfish cooperation’, has served as backbone for social life
in the Philippines since pre-colonial times (Ang 1979). It is
similar to the concept of reciprocity, except that there is no
obligation to return the favor. It is also much like the virtue
of care, without the necessity of an asymmetrical relationship
between the giver and receiver of support. Bayanihan is
prompted by a sense of obligation among people who
recognize their shared destinies. The Philippines may be
a product of a colonial imaginary, but the lived experience
of communities facing danger and uncertainties fosters
practical habits of mutual support. A people caught between
the ring of fire and the typhoon belt must choose a culture
of collective coping to survive (Bankoff 2003).

The ethos of bayanihan, however, can sustain collective life only
to a certain extent. The scale and complexity of contemporary
problems cannot be meaningfully addressed by relying on cultural practices of unselfish cooperation alone. The culture of
bayanihan needs to be harnessed by institutional reforms and
collective aspirations, for without these two, bayanihan can
degenerate to exclusionary projects reserved for some but not
all members of the community. At its worst, it serves as a free
pass for a state unresponsive to the demands of its own people.
Bayanihan works when community members understand
each other’s needs. It is only possible when citizens have the
capacity to lend a hand and know that their efforts will not
be in vain.

Today this culture of coping takes many forms. We see it in
the ordinary citizens volunteering to distribute relief goods
to disaster-affected communities, or in the tech-savvy millennials giving up a day’s wage to join crisis-mapping operations.
It is a culture that extends past national borders and into the
pockets of migrant workers in China, Indonesia or Saudi Arabia,
when citizens mobilize online or in protests to protect countrymen from abusive employers, human rights violations and the
threat of death row. Indeed, the Philippines is at its best when
we decide to act together.

One innovation that enhances the culture of bayanihan draws
on the practice of democratic deliberation. Simply put, democratic deliberation is a political exercise where all citizens
affected by an issue come together to diagnose the problem,
listen to each other’s perspectives, and propose ways to move
forward based on a shared aspiration (Fung 2003). It is democratic in so far as it treats citizens as co-equal participants whose
views warrant serious consideration. Inclusion is central to this
conceptualization of democracy, for unlike elections where the
winner takes all, democratic deliberation listens to the voices
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on the margins—people who will never win if decisions are
made by a show of hands. It recognizes that only by embracing
different perspectives can citizens gain a deeper and more empathetic understanding of a situation, and, therefore, be of better
service to others. The outcome of deliberations will never be
perfect, but they are plausible because they are products of
collective intelligence (Landemore 2012).
Democratic deliberation goes by many names in the Philippines.
It is malayang talakayan (free discussion) for Tagalogs, harampang
(open forum) in Waray, pakigpulong (meeting) in Bisaya. It unfolds in different ways in different societies. It is tianxia in China,
shura in Arabic, deliberação in Portuguese. Deliberation is a universal human capacity, but, as with any competence, it needs to
be built (Dryzek 2010).

DELIBERATING STRUCTURES
OF MUTUAL SUPPORT
Framework Collaborative’s Structures of Mutual Support demonstrates how bayanihan can be enriched by norms of democratic
deliberation. Like the rest of the country, residents of Barangay
Encanto in Angat, Bulacan had little choice but to live together.
They moved to a community that was once remote from the rest
of the city, such that ghost stories (as well as ghost sightings!)
have become a staple part of everyday conversation. Over the
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years, the community was transformed to a vibrant settlement
where citizens own homes they themselves built, and work in
social enterprises selling artisanal and organic products. The
barangay, in other words, was built on bayanihan.
Building the library exhibited in the Venice Biennale’s Philippine
Pavilion is an extension of the village’s history of transforming
communities together. The library is a product of a series of workshops that empowered residents to build a structure that can be
showcased to the world. Underpinning this structure are stories
of conflict and cooperation, apathy and civic action, collective
aspirations and accusations of exclusion. Bayanihan has never
been a straightforward process. People can agree to help each
other, but when tensions arise and doubts emerge, norms of
deliberation can serve as ethical guideposts for cooperation.
Norms of democratic deliberation were fostered in Barangay
Encanto by three innovations in project design: (1) recognition
of lay expertise; (2) emphasis on voice and justification; and, (3)
transformation of friendships to civic relationships. These norms
did not unfold naturally. They were cultivated by a deliberative
process where representatives of the community took part in
various activities that encouraged them to envision a project
that not only addresses practical concerns but also brings
honor to their community.
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Building structures is often considered the business of technical
experts—the architects, the engineers, the contractors. Lay
people, meanwhile, are often treated as clients or passive beneficiaries. This is not the case here. By virtue of their experience
living in Barangay Encanto, residents were considered experts.
Some suggested a mediation hall to provide a neutral space for
dispute resolution. Others suggested a tambayan, or a hangout
spot for teenagers. Eventually, the residents agreed to build a
library. For Gian, a thirteen-year-old student, having a community
library means access to a quiet space where young people can
study after lessons. For Mamero, a 58-year old woodworker, a
library signifies the value their community places on education.
In the course of building the library, participants experienced
drawing plans, creating models, and constructing the library
itself. Taking part builds collective esteem, particularly after
plans discussed in the workshop begin taking concrete form.
It fosters a shared sense of purpose, that it indeed takes a village
to get work done. That the community has access to technical
experts whose aim is to guide rather than impose is a key
feature of this project, for bayanihan can only work when
decisions are based on sound information and resonates with
everyday experience.
The community deliberated on a series of proposals. Residents
were divided into four groups of ten people—groups large enough
to generate diverse voices but small enough for everyone to be
heard. Voice and justification are crucial for bayanihan to work.
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“We cannot be selfish,’ said Gian, “we need to be calm, so others
can understand each other’s views.” For 22 days, students like
Gian joined one to two hours of workshop where they expressed their ideas in creative ways – from group discussions
to drawings to theatrical performances. In one acting session
for example, themes of alcoholism and domestic violence
emerged as common problems in the village. From this perspective, it is not surprising that the community wanted to
build a library to serve as a safe space for children. ‘It’s important
for people to know what’s inside our hearts,’ said Weng, a
42-year old mother of three. ‘We stand up, one by one, and tell
others what we did in our group work and explain why we
decided the way we did.’ Justifying preferences to others is a
modest, albeit significant democratic achievement. Bayanihan
cannot rely on the assumption that everyone is on the same
page, especially in a context of a community with conflicting
interests. Bayanihan can be enriched by deliberation’s virtues
of voice, for it is through justification that participants express
respect to others by recognizing them as peers who may have
their own views but nevertheless open to hearing the other side.
Finally, deliberation transforms friendships to civic relationships.
Janah, a 15-year old student, first joined the workshop because
she wanted to spend time with her friends. She is about to graduate, and school has been hectic, but through the workshops
she was able to continue being with her friends. Indeed, practices
of bayanihan can be joyful encounters. It affirms personal loyalties
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and deepens social relationships. But democratic deliberation
demands more than friendships. It demands a form of civic
solidarity where participants themselves promote democratic
habits of active engagement that is applicable to all, and not
just one’s immediate sphere. Janah recalls taking away the
mobile phone of one her friends in a workshop. The friend was
text messaging, instead of taking part. Beyond friendship and
personal loyalty, deliberation demands civic accountability.
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CONCLUSION
In many ways, the story of Barangay Encanto mirrors the story
of the nation. It is a country built on personal loyalties, massive
inequalities, and differences in opinion. Barangay Encanto
reminds us that there are moments when personal loyalties are
transformed to civic relationships, when inequalities in knowledge are overcome by giving voice to citizens’ experiences, and
when differences in opinion are examined and reshaped by a
collective goal. These are exceptional moments of nation-building.
There are good reasons to believe that the Philippines can be
like this more often.
— ANG, G.R. 1979. The Bayanihan Spirit: Dead or Alive?
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This text is an excerpt of the Artistic PhD
“Learning from Bayanihan/Dugnad” by
Furunes (2016-21, NTNU). The content and
reflections have been developed through
years of discussions and collaborations
between Khadka and Furunes.

METHOD

The question how will we live together?
requires a reflection on how we are
currently living together. However,
this is complicated because it can be
difficult to step back and observe our
lives critically. Our lives are shaped by
our collective consciousness manifesting itself in the social, political, and
economic structures of our society at
large. These structures in turn define the
way decisions are made, how power is
distributed, and how our built environment is created.
  Mutual support is one of these structures. It is not defined by any specific
task, organization or purpose; instead,
it provides a way of organizing, working
together to fulfil a purpose self-identified
by the people. It has been used for different purposes under different circumstances. In the absence of government
support, it functioned as a form of community welfare; during calamities, it
provided safety nets and means for recovery; in agriculture, it enabled farmers
to secure needed labour for harvesting.
Fundamentally, it is a self-organized
platform to address needs that require
METHOD

collective action. In a traditional mutual
support system, the tasks and activities
that had to be done were clear to those
that would participate. However, in the
case of an architectural design and build
project, there are several unknowns and
contingencies that make the process
less predictable. Agreeing to some core
principles of organizing can be a way to
create a sense of predictability around
the gatherings themselves, where the
content of these gatherings can develop
over time. At the same time, understanding the core aspects that run across
different traditions of mutual support
will help to identify similar traditions
rooted in different cultures and societies.
This opens the possibility to integrate
architectural praxis with locally embedded traditions of mutual support
which belong to the people.
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PRINCIPLES
SHARED UNDERSTANDING
Mutual support is a community-organized
and internally regulated practice towards an
intention to achieve a common goal. In times
of need, our awareness of a situation is clear;
and this enables traditions of mutual support
to become important mechanisms for communities to understand, act and transform
their own situations. These needs could
be sudden, such as in a calamity or natural
disaster; or they could be slow and even
seasonal, such as farming or maintenance.
A process of articulating a shared need can
be powerful, as it is through our awareness
of a situation, that we can question and
eventually act on it.

COLLECTIVE WORK
Mutual support represents efforts that can
only be achieved if people work face-to-face
as a group rather than doing it alone. The
work takes place within an agreed timeframe and may happen only once or it may
also happen intermittently over a period
of time. But this work happens beyond
the everyday chores of the community.
Everyone is expected to contribute by investing their time towards a common goal,
and performing tasks in line with their
ability, skills, knowledge and experience.
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MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Mutual support is a form of solidarity that
is based on a feeling of responsibility and
care for one another. It is this solidarity that
makes a collective effort possible, according
to Lorentzen, providing a superstructure
bringing a group of people together. This
solidarity requires an obligation to each
other, making sure that people look after
each other and this also extends to taking
care of the environment so that there are
enough resources for future generations.
The reciprocal nature of mutual support
traditions is often regulated by strict social
norms that make it an obligation to support
others in return.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Often gatherings of mutual support are
accompanied by social activities, food and
drinks at the end of each work session. This
contributes to building relationships, community cohesion and a sense of belonging
to a community. This, in effect, also reinforces the aspect of moral obligations tied
to one’s belonging to a community.

SHARED TIME
The work is organized within a fixed timeframe where everyone can commit their
time to a shared effort, normally outside of
work hours, weekends or during holidays.
The commitment may be a recurring one,
embedded with the cyclical and predictable
nature of the seasons. In the framework of
mutual support systems, it helps to view time
as cyclical more than linear, since this implies
the potential of reciprocity in the future.
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ACTIVITIES

There are several barriers to a dialogue,
whether it's one's own assumptions
getting in the way of really listening to
what the other is saying, or the capacity
to articulate one's own thoughts so that
the other can understand what you are
trying to get across. One way of getting
past this is by externalizing our understandings so that we can see from each
other’s perspective to form a shared
understanding of the current situation
and a shared need to work towards a
change. The objects we make become
collective representations of the ideas,
values and meanings embedded in the
process. This requires externalizing
one's own thoughts so that they can be
discussed and processed together with
others. This is a collective process of
deliberation, but what language does
METHOD ACTIVITIES

this deliberation take? Spoken words are
one form of communication; however,
knowledge can also be transferred
through actions. In particular, that kind
of knowledge that is rooted in one's own
life experiences, which is hard to articulate in words, what Maaretta refers to
when speaking of “tacit knowledge”.
As mutual support is a platform not only
for discussion, but also for action, this
allows for a different type of communication, rooted in other forms of expressions. Within the platform of mutual
support, the process of "externalizing
ideas'' can be done through drawing,
model making, acting or testing out
full-scale elements. What we create represents these externalized ideas. And
because we have created these objects
together, it already contains different
ideas and understandings and represents
something that we have in common. As
we analyze and discuss these, we can
create a new understanding, which we can
externalize again by creating new objects.
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STORYTELLING

ROLE PLAY

Storytelling is about sharing one's
personal experience, and of finding
something in common with others.
Personal and collective storytelling
can generate new narratives, goals
and collective actions.

Role play is a bodily expression of an idea,
issue or a lived experience. Acting this out,
or being a spectator offers both an inside
and outside view on a given topic. It also
gives a sense of scale, and can be a great way
to understand the size of a room or a space.

DRAWING

MODEL MAKING

Drawing helps to identify and transform
stories or ideas into physical representations that can be documented, discussed
and developed collectively. Drawings are
easily stored, and become documents and
references for later discussions.

Model making enables the translation
of ideas, programs and concepts into
space. While role playing or mock-ups
offer a very concrete experience of a
building, a model offers a more abstract
understanding.

MAPPING

MOCKING-UP

is an act of organizing, categorizing and
establishing relations between different
elements. This could be in the form of a
community map that highlights spaces
and buildings that are important to the
group or a stakeholder map giving an
account of the people involved.

Mocking-up in full scale helps translate
abstract ideas, drawings and models into
concrete examples. A plan staked out in
full-scale offers a physical experience of
the space itself, while a connection detail
or design sample offers insights into
materiality and scale.

METHOD ACTIVITIES
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PHASES

“Critical consciousness”, according to
Paulo Freire, is the ability to perceive
social, political and economic contradictions within one’s own situation,
and by doing so, be able to take action
to transform it. Freire discerns between
“real” and “potential” consciousness,
the former being the present perception of objective reality and the latter
the potential understanding one can
acquire. Conversely, a “dominated
consciousness”, is one which cannot
make this transition. Lacking a critical
understanding of one’s reality means
perceiving it only in fragments rather
than as an interconnected whole. To
build a critical understanding of one’s
situation, one needs to make a connection between one’s experience and
the larger social, political and economic
METHOD
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whole. It is in the process of exteriorizing
one’s perspective, that one can find what
forms of understanding we have in common. In this process of representing a
similar situation through different perspectives, each member will have to
reconsider his/her own assumption
through assumptions made by others.
By each and every one making explicit
their “real consciousness” of the world,
similarities and differences can contribute to drawing a new “potential
consciousness” that can be tested and
eventually acted upon, what Freire calls
a “liberating cultural action”. Although
Freire speaks of this process in the context
of pedagogy, the mutual learning of the
student-teacher relationship can also
be understood as a mutual learning
between an insider and an outsider of
a given situation. Both parties should
come together in what Freire calls “investigative circles”, involving a maximum
of twenty people. The first three steps
in the process described below relate
to what Freire calls “coding, decoding,
and testing action”.
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1. LEARNING

2. QUESTIONING

6. BUILD

3. MAKING

5. DESIGN

4. CONCEPT

The numbers in the diagram illustrate
the stages of working together: (1)
first, learning about the current situation; (2) second, questioning how the
situation should be; (3) third, making
something that suggests how we can
METHOD
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transform the situation. These steps are
aimed at creating a (4) concept that can
act as a common language within the
group, so that the (5) design and (6)
building we make together belong to a
situated understanding of the world.
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LEARNING

CONCEPT

The first step is to learn about the current
situation. The values and worldviews that
are important to the community should
form the basis of all future discussions.
How do we perceive the situation as it is
right now, both from the perspective of
the insider of this situation as well as the
outsider. Describing the current situation;
one's real consciousness.

The fourth step is to clarify what we
learned, questioned and tested in order
to define a set of shared principles, a
common language that guides the future
design and build process. By defining a
concept the community has a common
language to communicate, prioritize,
filter and transform ideas into a design.

QUESTIONING
The second step is to question the observations made in the first step. Define what
the community wants for the future and
make the connection between their values
and the architecture. A critical view into
what is valued helps to formulate a shared
ambition for the future. Questioning these
observations, finding elements we have in
common--a potential consciousness.

MAKING
The third step is to experiment through
making. Using local materials and techniques, building something of value to
the community. Expressing needs and
ambitions through action rather than
words can open up creative solutions
and unknown possibilities. Acting on
this potential consciousness--liberating
cultural action.
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DESIGN
The fifth step is to design the spaces of the
building according to the activities inside.
Using the concept to define the zoning of
programs, composition of rooms and choice
of material and construction techniques.
Designing the building together is important
to incorporate the previous findings, but
also for each member to take ownership
of the process and the outcome.

BUILD
The sixth and final step before handing
it over is to further test and develop details
and designs in full scale on the construction
site and within the building that is starting to
take shape. The construction site can be used
as a platform to exchange the knowledge
and experience of the people that will build,
maintain and later transform the building.
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The goal of the first three steps is to
form a common language that becomes a framework for meaningful
engagement between all members
of the project team in the subsequent
steps. Although space can best be
illustrated through architectural tools
and methods, the way it's used can
be best understood through methods
and tools that belong to the community,
such as role playing, singing or storytelling. The point where everything
merges is where a common language
starts to develop. When a drawing
needs to be drawn full scale, to accommodate role play, or when a story is
drawn up, so several stories can be
compared to define a collective need
and program.
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OUTPUTS

The most common reason building
projects are initiated is for the construction of a particular structure to meet
a determined need. In other words, they
begin with the end in mind. As such,
the output of the project is equally as
important as the process by which they
are made. Different forms of outputs
are produced throughout the process,
with the building being the ultimate
output of this process...
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INTERVENTIONS

BUILDINGS

Making a smaller scale structure or project
helps us to understand the challenges and
issues that we will be facing when constructing the building itself. It’s also a way
to reveal ambition and knowledge that we
may not have known were already there.
Building this structure is also a test of the
relationships that are built around a project,
including how we create a good flow of
communication and also how we deal with
conflicts, which are expected with any project.
This process can also be seen as a way to
learn about alternative or vernacular construction methods and also to test unconventional ideas so that we may find the right
methodology and materials to suit the
design intentions. Overall, these interventions serve as a learning stage for us to be
able to build with confidence later on.

The most tangible result of the project is
the building that has been developed
through this process. It is hopefully a
reflection and concretization of all the intangible values, stories, lessons, dreams,
memories, reflections, and identities, that
have been externalized by the process of
building. The architecture also aims to
make connections to local context and
vernacular design strategies so that it
reflects the local culture and responds
appropriately. Even if the building is the
end of the project, the process does not
end when the building is built. It becomes
another common reference that people
can use to build on and develop further
using the framework they have learned.

ORGANIZATION
EXHIBITIONS
At intermediate phases during the project,
a community-led exhibition is mounted so
that the community may have the opportunity to reflect upon the project and also
speak about it in their own terms. Exhibitions are not only a presentation of the work
that has been done, but a possibility to work
together with the larger community to share,
discuss and develop the ongoing process
with people outside the project team. As
such, the exhibition becomes the opportunity to allow more voices to be heard
and included in the process of building.
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When organizing through mutual support,
this also sets a precedent for how the
building will be operationalized in the
later stage. This might already be the way
that people organize before the project,
however ensuring that these values and
principles are part of shaping the building
also affect how it is valued afterwards. As
such, the social capital - the trust, ownership, and relationships built in the process is an immediate output of the process and
affects the way people organize the use of
the building.
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OUTCOMES

If we build through a process of mutual
support, beyond the physical outputs,
what outcome can we expect? Hans
Skotte proposes three attributes to consider the outcome of a built object. Firstly,
the material quality of a building reflects
the capacity to sustain and transform its
physical and functional features over time.
Secondly, the symbolic quality of a building derives from people’s relationship with
it. A building can be seen as an embodiment of stories and meanings carried by
those who relate to it. Thirdly, the strategic
quality is represented in how a building
affects its surrounding environment in
the long run.
  Mutual support is an exercise in
working together; as such, the way decisions are made and acted upon will be
reflected in people’s perception of the
METHOD

OUTCOMES

building itself. We have observed in previous work how the way we organize in
the process becomes a precedent for the
way people organize themselves in the
later operation, maintenance and use of
the building. Ultimately, one can say the
process of working together builds relationships that form a small community
around the project.
  The story of how and why the building was built belongs to the people that
have created it and whose values are reflected in the architecture. Adelina Vargas
explains the process in Bulacan: “At first
we did not understand what the process
was about, however looking back now,
I realized the importance of the concept.
The library can be destroyed, by earthquake, fire, or typhoon, but it is the stories
of what we did that will remain forever.”
  Another outcome of this process is
the knowledge that we gain from the experience and the possibility that this can
be applied in other scenarios. It is a process of capacity building; so, the skills
and knowledge gained from the process
also ensures that the capacity to maintain
and even transform the building is devel67

oped. In our experience the transfer of
knowledge has always been a two-way
street. We have learned as much from the
communities as they have learned from us.
   On the community level, having the
framework to act on a situation allows
them to face problems effectively and to
bounce back to normal after a calamity.
This can be seen as a form of sustainability
as well since building resilient communities is a critical, yet the least tangible,
aspect of sustainable development.
  Ultimately, the outcome of the process is that a more diverse set of voices
and values becomes reflected by the architecture. This flattens the power structure
and creates a more horizontal distribution
that allows more people to be represented
in the process of creating the architecture.
Aliza Mae Antiono explained that the process in Bulacan gave them time to consider
ideas and the voice to share them. It gave
them the power to make decisions about
the project and they feel valued for being
able to do so.

METHOD

OUTCOMES
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The ambition of the project was
to create a collaboration based on
people’s capacity driven by their
ownership of the process.

REFLECTIONS

↙ After conducting
interviews with the
other members of the
community, the group
came together to
compile and discuss
the feedback.

○ “[E]ach individual's influence is
proportional to the work effort, not
to power or social status.” This is
the egalitarian principle of dugnad
as explained by Håkon Lorentzen.
The more one will commit one’s
time, the more authority and capacity one will gain to reason and
make decisions. Therefore, it was
an important parameter of the project to maximize the time people
commit to the process from the
beginning to the end.
At the outset, not everyone within
the community fully understood
the extent of work and decisions
that would be made in the process.
Those who did not volunteer when
the neighborhood association
introduced the project either did
not fully understand what the
project was about, changed their
minds later, or were not interested
at the time. Some of those who
did not sign up expressed later
that they felt left out. In response
to this, outreach efforts were
made through interviews and presentations by the members of the
community participating in the
workshops. While those that
were engaged in the workshops
had a direct impact on the decisions made, the rest took part
through their representation. At
the same time, adjustments were
made so that workshops were
organized in the afternoons when
people could join outside of everyday work and household chores.
If the workshops were held during
work-hours, compensations were
made. This was to avoid causing
unnecessary stress on their
livelihoods. ●

Alexander Eriksson Furunes
& Sudarshan V. Khadka Jr.
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Mutual
support
emerges where
there is a sense
of belonging.

↗ The interviews was a
initiative suggested by Aliza
when she realized that many
of the members of the community that was not part of
the workshops did not have
a voice in the process.

FRAMEWORK REFLECTIONS

○ Whether it is about belonging
to a place, an idea or a practice,
most people belong to more
than one group or community.
The workshops were a way of
developing a community around
the project based on people’s
active engagement. The aim of
the workshops was to establish
a platform where everyone could
speak and act freely and be
valued equally. However, any
platform for deliberation is not
free of existing inequalities.
If so, what measures could be
taken so that people have equal
standing to take part in the
decision-making process?
Organizing people into smaller
groups to conduct activities can

be a good way to give space
for everyone to engage. When
strong voices within a group
overshadow others, the group
can be further divided or reconfigured to give space to
those who are shy, silent or
being constrained for other
reasons. In each of the four
main working groups there
were one or two strong voices
that would unintentionally
overshadow the rest. This was
either due to differences of
age, gender, social status or
personality. Two measures
were taken to mitigate this:
firstly, by asking those who
had strong voices to give more
space to or help lift others’
opinions; and, secondly, by

splitting up groups so that
people with stronger voices
were grouped together, while
less vocal ones were also
grouped together. In this way, it
was observed that those who
had a hard time speaking in
the beginning became more
comfortable, vocal and able
to engage in the discussions
towards the end of the project.
“I just noticed that the people
who used to be shy, they became vocal,” observed Brenda,
one of the community members
who had taken on a leading
role during the workshops. “Even
those people not that active
in the community before, they
joined. Speaking and helping
out,” Joseph explained. ●
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Measures to
mitigate inequality can be also
sought by changing
the form of communication from verbal
deliberation to the
act of making.

○ Deliberation through action
can take different forms: drawings, mapping, model making,
theater, full scale testing, etc.
As each form of communication
will enact a different set of constraints on the participants’
capacity to communicate, a
variety of approaches needs to
be tested, utilized and adapted
in response to observations
made during the sessions. The
forms of communication other
than through ‘spoken words’
can be uncomfortable at first.
In fact, many expressed discomfort due to lack of experience in drawing at the outset,
as observed by Aliza: “There
was that time. . . they were not
confident thinking their drawing

FRAMEWORK REFLECTIONS

was not perfect. They didn’t
want to put it in the illustration
board. Because it was like this
big, big illustration board. That
was what they were facing as
a problem.” Nevertheless, once
they overcame this feeling, it
was seen as a useful means of
communication. Making the
popsicle models, for example,
was popular among the groups.
Reflecting on ideas of what
bayanihan meant to them, all had
to work together to glue, cut
and paste different elements
of their model.
Phasing the process was important in order to give everyone
an experience in what it means
to communicate through drawing,

model making, acting etc., so
that people could focus on the
content rather than the act of
communicating. Apart from
being a different means of communication, the act of making
something engaged a whole
different set of knowledge other
than that of spoken words. For
example, a young member in
one of the groups was mute,
but incredibly skilled in drawing.
He became the key-voice within
his team to translate and express
their ideas through drawing.
Staking out the building on site,
full scale testing and prototyping
were other important ‘making’
activities that revealed people’s
experience, craft and knowledge
related to construction. ●

↖ An image speaks more
than a thousand words; so
even during the interviewsessions some decided
to draw instead of writing.
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During the mapping exercises in the early phases of the
project, several groups drew very
detailed maps of their community. But after scrutinizing the
drawings, the children found
that their parents had not drawn
the places the children use for
hanging out or playing. Such
observations would be added
to the drawings of the parents
in a different color. When the
parents discussed the drawings
revised by the children, it became clear how they had mainly
focused on roads and buildings,
while the children, on the other
hand, observed the in-between
spaces that they appropriated
for themselves. Comparing
different maps, a major vacant
area emerged in all drawings. It
was a non-place that the group
saw as a potential site for the
future building. As such, the
drawings were scrutinized from
different perspectives by the
children and adults and cross
referenced to identify commonalities. The drawings, acting
as third objects, became the
interlocutor for deliberation
that helped define the general
area for the building.
○

↑ The individual
groups present their
output to the other
groups in the workshop.

FRAMEWORK REFLECTIONS

Identifying the program for the
building was an important task
to be decided collectively. Exchanging opinions through the
creation of performances and
acting was a way to talk about
culturally sensitive issues while
having fun. “I applied something
that I experienced before. I talked
to my teammate to play the role
of the Chairman while I played
the role of a drunkard. I wanted
to show reality, what’s happening here and how someone
can change. That’s why when

The act of
expressing
an idea through
‘making’ instead
of words filtered
ideas, knowledge
and experience that
could be translated
into action.

we had the role play, the wife
was furious because when he
went home, they had nothing
to eat. It’s natural to have fights,
but since we live so close to
each other here in the community the Chairman came and
helped fix the couple’s fight.
That was our message that we
wanted to convey. The reality.”
Joseph explained. In the preparation of the performances
the groups wrote a script. Many
of the participants addressed
conflicts often associated with
alcoholism within the village.
Initially, the parents presented
the issue almost jokingly, but
quickly recognized its seriousness after realizing that the
children had addressed the very
same issue. By preparing a script
on paper with an outline of the
characters and plot, the script
functioned as an object which
communicated an idea that could
not have been said directly. ●
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A physical
record of each
activity was important to generate
a continuity for the
reasoning of and
deliberation by the
group over time.

○ As such, drawing was
often used in workshops as
a means of communication,
while the ambition was to
vary the ‘languages’ we used.
Other methods of documentation were sound recording
and video. However, sound
recording required too much
transcription work and film
documentation was inaccessible to the group as a whole.
Eventually video was also
tested out as a form of language but was not actively
used due to limited access
to the equipment.
Within the workshops, each
group produced outputs and
presented them for comparison
with other groups; and they
discussed similarities and
differences. Such a process

FRAMEWORK REFLECTIONS

resulted in the making of
a new object based on the
observations made. The outputs from each workshop
were collected on an information board as a point of
reference. Whenever there
was a need, the information
boards were revisited so that
the groups could connect the
dots, discuss and reflect on
the overall output of the work
done up to that point. As Lea
Roque, the anthropologist on
site observed, a lot of information shared within the
group was not captured in
the documentation. However,
the filtering of stories and
information in the making of
objects was crucial. As such,
the groups were the ones that
decided what they eventually
wanted to emphasize. ●

↑ The workshop
outputs were helpful in
seeing the bigger picture
of the entire process.
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By engaging
in the making
of an object, the
process, thoughts
and ideas of a
person who made
it becomes embedded in the
narrative of that
object.

○ If the making of the object is
a collective endeavor, then it will
contain a multitude of ideas and
reflections. This multitude is still
unified in one object, so that
even if the ideas may diverge,
they have something in common,
a shared reference point. As opposed to a written text, the idea
itself is represented as accurately
as possible. Objects can also be
scrutinized, cross referenced and
analyzed. As such, it acts as proof
of the decisions made, a collective
memory of what happened; an
informal contract for the group
allowing them to move on to the
next step.
By making objects at different
phases of the project, we hoped
to embed some of the experi-
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ences that we had together, and
gradually build a shared understanding. Whether it was a
drawing at first, a model or
eventually the building itself, it
would contain the values and
knowledge that we collectively
embedded in the object. The
making of objects opened possibilities for different pproaches
to deliberate upon among different participants engaged in
the project. “Before we started
construction of the library, we
went through a long process.
There was careful planning and
preparation to ensure that it is
not just something created out of
nowhere. Everything that’s put
in place has a purpose,” Joseph
explained. ●

↑ The groups made a
drawing of themselves
and used these to
discuss the scale of the
model.
→ One and two-story
structural options were
explored to express the
concept of maaliwalas.
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→ Through acting we
embody a situation. With
the grid we can understand
this situation a spatially.

○ Several community members expressed that the decisionmaking process had been tough.
Aliza recounted how “one of the
problems was coming up with
a decision at the end of every
session, because there were
tons of options.” At times people
had different opinions and had
to compromise: “I think there
were 15 ideas at one time, and
then it went down to 4, then
down to 2, so deciding took a
long time.” Other times, some
had to give up on their own
opinion to that of the majority.
“Sometimes there were hard
feelings or minor arguments:
“ ‘alright that’s all yours if you
want, you decide’; so we would
ask them to calm down first, or
make them realize that everyone
should have an opportunity to
share,” Jomel explained. He had
started out as a participant but
later took on the role of a facilitator. “When I became the
facilitator, within my team I was
familiar with their different behaviors so I knew how to adjust.
I ask them all to share, afterwards
some would agree with others
or add to the given ideas that
were presented. That was how
we resolved issues.”
For major decisions, the groups
determined the parameters to
judge the different solutions.
With these parameters they
graded different options and
argued for their choices. After
each group shared their evaluation criteria and explanation
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The challenge
then, was how
to make decisions.
In the project, we
focused on identifying a common
ground that would
give enough space
for different opinions
to co-exist. The goal
was not necessarily
to reach a consensus.

for it, the entire range of arguments became available for
the whole group to discuss
and compare with one another.
Eventually one solution would
have the highest grade; and if
there was a disagreement, the
arguments would be there to
discuss whether an amendment
was necessary. For the final
siting of the building, this evaluation was used to choose between two preferred options,
option A and B. Security, privacy,
ventilation, beauty and oversight
were parameters identified by
the group to grade the siting
locations. “The reason we chose
B was because of the sunlight.
We considered it as a factor.
Because we were thinking that

during the afternoons, it’s too
hot. But we did not consider
the fact that it [option B] had
a blind area at the back,” Aliza
explained. The summary resulted in choosing option A because the location was private,
quiet, and secure. “We decided
to build it in the court area, near
the community so that parents
can easily see the kids when
they go there, and that is also
the place that is still vacant.
There is still a big space. And
it’s well ventilated for a building
to be put up” (Aliza). Some members from the community who
did not get their preferred choice
expressed an understanding
for the final decision and some
even stated that they now would

have made that decision themselves. “We changed to A when
we were deciding where to put
the doors, and where to put the
windows” (Rowena Vargas). The
pressure of time constraints and
the need to present to other
groups compelled each team to
be decisive and not get confused
by too many options. While the
decisions made under limited
time might not be perfect, following through what was agreed
upon in the presence of the
group recognized the efforts
made by those investing their
time. Decisions were made within
workshops and not outside them.
This contributed to results that
each and every participant
could relate to. ●
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← Moving between the
specific requirements on
site and the abstract
overview of the models
and drawings help on
the reasoning process
that informs the decisions
made in the process.

○ The vehicle for us to do this
in the project was the language
of the grid. The concept of grids
was introduced to the groups in
order to bridge the two different
worlds of abstract and specific,
drawing and site, or idea and
reality. Many of the participants
expressed the feeling that the
building was too small in plan.
“When we were doing it, I was
like: Will this fit? This small? It’s
like, narrow. That was our immediate reaction. But when we
placed it on site: Ah, it’s just
right,” Joseph explained. However, when staking it out on
site, it became clear that the
buildings were quite large. The
positioning, though, became a
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problem. The groups then produced drawings for different
options. By overlaying the
drawings, it became possible
to identify a series of zones that
were preferred by different
groups. They were brought back
to site again for testing in full
scale, and afterwards, taken
back to the drawing board. In
this way the groups were able
to narrow down the options.
Once the final decision was
made, it also had to be staked
out again.
Creative solutions were found
by moving between the specific
and the abstract. Inviting the
community into an exercise of

moving between the specific
and the abstract produced an
awareness resembling that of
an architect moving between
site and drawing. “Seeing the
actual size was good,” Brenda
explained. This was a great
experience. We have learned
how to measure the space. It
feels like we were the architects.
If we didn't experience that, and
also didn't do the grid, how will
we know if the space is just right
for us?” Understanding of size
and context changed drastically when one is on site, as
compared to looking at a plan
drawing. Testing a space in full
scale translates an idea into
an experience of space; while

Even when
a solution
appears to be
clear as an idea,
it's necessary to
test it out in reality.
Moving back and
forth between the
abstract and the
specific is necessary to test the
viability of an idea
in the real world,
and to challenge
the pragmatics
with the idea.

the plan drawings give an understanding of the order and
concept. The friction between
the idea and reality drove the
process in unexpected directions. “I actually applied the
workshop lessons to how I do
things around here,” Joseph
explained. “Before the workshops, I'll just randomly go for
it. I would build a hut without
any plans. But now. I learned
that when I need to build something, I need to consider the
ventilation because the wind
has to flow properly into the
structure. I no longer proceed
without thinking. That is why I
am still not finished, and it has
been a month already.” ●
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← The test-structure
expresses the multiple
uses a building can adopt
throughout the day.
Above is a scoreboard
during an informal
basketball match.

A building is
a constant
work in progress.
Therefore, the aim
was to generate
enough ownership
and capacity for
people to maintain
and operate the
building over time.
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○ A scoreboard was made as
part of an exercise to understand
the skills and capacity of the
carpenters within the village.
Making it is also a way to test
how the groups could collaborate
in the process and to see how
the scoreboard would be used.
Once the scoreboard was built,
it got actively used during basketball matches. That at the
same time, it became a popular
spot for hanging out and holding small gatherings was how
Brenda explained it. “Once, I
saw them placing curtains
when they were doing a sur-

prise for someone’s birthday.
It’s like they turned it into a
multipurpose space.” To our
surprise, one of the community
members, Ms. Vargas, gradually
took responsibility for the daily
maintenance of the structure:
“I clean that up regularly,” she
explained in one of our conversations. “I’m not really a designated cleaner for that. I proactively do it. I just clean up that
area in the mornings.” It created
a precedence of how the Library
could be maintained and operated in the future. ●
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○ One primary concern
expressed by several of the
community members was the
question of how the building
would be operationalized, both
in terms of practicality and costs.
Yet over time, everyone agreed
to contribute what they could for
the library after its completion.
The management team of GK
Enchanted Farm agreed to cover
expenses related to maintenance
of and electricity for the library.
In exchange, the neighborhood
association would maintain the
building through bayanihan. As
Mamerto Antonio, one of the
carpenters of the community
explained. “The strength of a
building is not measured by the
strength of the material, but by
the care that we show as a
community.” This is beautifully
reflected in Ms.Vargas’s daily
efforts to clean the scoreboard. ●

↓ This time, the
scoreboard serves as
a small restaurant for
a food vendor during
lunch hours.
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EXTRACT
FROM
WORKSHOP
MANUAL
The workshops with the adults and children
were carried out separately. Each workshop took approx. two hours. Thick markers
and illustration boards were used so that it
would last throughout the workshops and
would be possible to present to a group
viewing the drawings from a distance. The
following are samples of workshops that
we have done showing the structure of the
workshop as well as their output.
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WORKSHOP

LEARNING PHASE: PLACE-MAPPING

→ WHAT
Learning about each
participants’ perception
about the place.
→ HOW
Drawing of a mind-map
(individual and group).
→ WHY
Understand how the place is
experienced and perceived
by each individual, and as a
collective.
ADULTS PART 1
The groups draw a map of daily
activities inside and outside the
Enchanted farm and present
their maps to the other groups

14

WORKSHOP

ADULTS PART 2
The groups then draw a
more detailed map of the GK
Village within the Enchanted
farm and present them to
each other
YOUTH PART 1
The group adds places and
spaces within the village that
might not have been listed in
the adults workshops
YOUTH PART 2
The group draws their own
house and makes a scale
model of what they imagine
an ideal house would be
like. They then present these
models to the other groups.

DESIGN PHASE: DETAIL FLOOR PLAN

→ WHAT
Finalize the detailed
floor plan of the spaces
→ HOW
Site walk and role
playing activity
→ WHY
Build a relation between
inside and outside and
understand the plan
on site
INSTRUCTION
PART 1
The groups stake out the
outlines of the proposed
buildings on site as they
have laid them out in
their designs.

WORKSHOP MANUAL

PART 2
They inhabit the spaces
and evaluate the proposed
design in relation to the
site.
PART 3
The groups will act out how
they imagine the spaces
could be used. Two groups
will focus on the library and
two groups focus on the
tambayan
PART 4
Each team draws a modified version of the floor plan
on the illustration board
showing the grid with the
spaces outside based on
what they have learned
from the previous exercise

15

WORKSHOP

BUILD PHASE: FRAMEWORK,
DOORS, WALLS AND SHELVES

→ WHAT
Discuss the structural
framework, and
brainstorm the wall infill
→ HOW
Model making
→ WHY
To understand how
we enclose the space
INSTRUCTION
PART 1
Groups present their models
and site-plan and describe
the feasibility of different
roofs in relation to site,
shade and outdoor space.

17

WORKSHOP

Groups describe the interior
spatial organization and the
different locations of storage,
shelves, and tables as well
as fixed and flexible items.
PART 2
The adult groups draw
elevation of shelves using
the grid and make physical
models of these at 1:20.
The youth groups design
door patterns on illustration
boards at 1:20 and cut out
the designs and do a mock
up on the model.
PART 3
All the work is presented to
the whole group

BUILD PHASE: MAPPING DOORS,
WINDOWS, AND GRILLES

→ WHAT
Context mapping
and design workshop
→ HOW
Site walkthrough
and drawing activity
→ WHY
To understand the
design of furniture in
relation to architectural
concerns
INSTRUCTION
PART 1
Context mapping. Half of the
members of all groups go out
with a van to find doors and
windows around the area that
allow light and ventilation

without using glass. The
other half of the members
go out and walk around the
GK village and find grilles
that have interesting shapes
and patterns.
PART 2
Drawing Exercise. The
members will be given a
quarter illustration board
and they will draw the
doors, windows, and grilles
that they find on site. Each
member is asked to draw
two examples.
PART 3
Presentation. The members
present all their findings
to the group.
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18

WORKSHOP

BUILD PHASE: DOOR & WINDOW MOCK UP

→ WHAT
Designing a door
and window
→ HOW
Through mockup
with bamboo slats
and coco-lumber

PART 2
Each group draws four sets
of doors and windows that
they found during the context
mapping workshop and design
a new door/window to fit the
frames in the structural grid.

INSTRUCTION

PART 3
Each group works on a full
scale sample in coco-lumber
of the window and door frames
and they use bamboo slats to
translate their drawing into a
full scale mock-up

PART 1
The groups summarize the
context mapping exercise.

PART 4
They present their door and
frame to the rest of the group.

→ WHY
To finalize a
pattern for the
doors

FINAL
WORKSHOP

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY: EXHIBITION

→ WHAT
Summarizing the
process and presenting
to the community
→ HOW
Structuring past workshops
and preparing an exhibition
& presentation
→ WHY
To build a holistic
understanding of the
work we have done
till now

groups with different tasks.
Each group prepares for a
presentation to the rest of
the community discussing
both the library building
and its various sub
elements as well as the
design phases that helped
shape the final output.

INSTRUCTION

PART 2
The four groups will be
combined into two larger
groups and both groups
will practice presenting
their walkthrough to each
other.

PART 1
Looking back on the
process we will reflect
on what decisions and
output has been formative
to the final design and
programming of the
building. We split into two

PART 3
The two larger groups
walkthrough and present
the exhibition to the 60
household representatives. After this, an open
forum for feedback and
questions is held.

↑ WORKSHOP 14: The landscaping surrounding the
library and tambayan building
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→ Workshop 17:
Norma, Sheila and
Ariel mapping doors,
windows and grilles
within the village.
↓ Workshop 18:
Joseph and Mary Jane
making a full scale test
of one of their designs.

↑ WORKSHOP 18: The windows and doors identified
in workshop 17 translated into new designs.

WORKSHOP MANUAL
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way communities find their voice.
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← FINAL WORKSHOP
Reflecting on the process
untill now and preparing
a presentation for the
other groups.
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STRUCTURES OF MUTUAL SUPPORT BUILDING
A conversation with Skotte is guaranteed to be
inspiring and propelling for those that wish to do
something about an idea. It's only fitting that many
of the ideas he has generously shared over the
years is presented in the framework folder.
Having followed the work of Nicole Curato for several
years, we were sincerely honored when she agreed
to write a piece for this catalogue, as well as for
another exhibition catalogue for Dugnad Days at the
Oslo Architecture Triennale 2019. Her experience
of enacting deliberative processes after natural and
man-made disasters provided a very important
insight into the way we could approach the question
“How Will We Live Together?” While she noted early
on in her text of this catalogue that “Bayanihan is
Not Democratic,” she explores the potential of
democratizing this tradition. Her work on deliberative
democracy has been hugely inspiring and excited
us with the deliberative potential of people coming
together to reason.
We want to extend our gratitude to Maaretta Jaukkuri,
Hans Skotte and Nicole Curato for their contributions
to the Structures of Mutual Support and look forward
to continuing our conversation in the future.
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The question of how we live together
is also a question of how we build
together. Rather than seeing buildings
as products to be bought and sold,
we can approach architecture as a
process. As such the focus shifts from
the building as an object to examining
the consequences of how something
was built. By framing an architectural
process through the lens of mutual
support, we can mobilize people on
their own terms. With this platform
the six steps process suggests a
method to communicate, design and
build something that carries meaning
to everyone involved.
Contributions to this catalogue
include a text by Hans Skotte
reframing architecture as a verb,
considering the long-term impact it
can bring about. Maaretta Jaukkuri
writes about the role of common
consciousness and the need to break
through social divisions. Nicole Curato
explores the possibility of politicizing
mutual support practices through the
lens of deliberative democracy.
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